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New appointments at Modplan
Leading VEKA trade fabricator
Modplan has just announced the
appointment of Justin Williams
as its new International Sales
and Marketing Director. Justin
takes up this position with
immediate effect.
Justin has worked within
Modplan for the past four years and was, and still is, responsible for the Nordic division
within the business.

This change will mean that all the sales, marketing and customer

service functions across Modplan will now operate as one entity across the different
markets and product groups.
Speaking on Justin’s appointment, Modplan’s Managing Director Heidi Sachs said: “Justin
has been instrumental in building the company’s well-respected position through his
work within our Nordic division. His appointment as International Sales and Marketing
Director reflects the strength of his ability and his continued commitment to the success
of Modplan.”
In other business moves, Neil Gater has become Marketing and Communications
Manager having previously performed that role within the Nordic Division. And Chris
Wake has become Customer Service Manager having previously worked within the
conservatory processing office at Modplan. Both Chris and Neil will report direct to
Justin.
Heidi concludes: “The new structure ensures we are equipped and able to service the
needs of our diverse market and our valued customers. We would like to congratulate
Justin, Neil and Chris on their new appointments.”
Modplan manufactures and provides a comprehensive range of products that includes
the Matrix 58, Veka Matrix 70 and 70FS systems, VEKA Vertical sliders, PVC-u patio and

bifold doors, conservatories, the Vertex Open Canopy, the Vertex roof system with
polycarbonate, glass or tile effect roof options, the Wendland roofing system and the
newly added Ultrasky, Livin room and LEKA Warm Roof. For more information on any of
the Modplan’s products and support, simply Ask the Man from Modplan.
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